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Frank R Bonczyk 
65 Greenhalge Street 

Worcester, Massachusetts 01604 

 

Public Communications and Inquiries Management Office 

NASA Headquarters 

Suite 5K39 

Washington, DC 20546-0001 

22 December 2010 

 

RE: NASA Fermi gamma ray space telescope recently discovered a pair of Bubbles. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Please be advised that the pair of Bubbles NASA recently discovered in the Milky Way galaxy is a basic 

process of energy found in a Patent Application 08/578,325 under, ‘Description of Preferred 

Embodiment’ the following excerpt defines,, “… provides finite function, with infinite number of non-

energized particles (final quantization of energy) that may be in the form of paired spherical holes called 

BON and ZYK hereinafter referred to simply as Sphericals.” The Sphericals recorded and documented as 

such in the, “Fabricated Energy “patent application submitted to the USPO, an appeal Court, and finally 

brought to the US Supreme Court.  The question posed in a US Supreme Court Writ of Certiorari was not 

answered and remains open.  

Heed taken when the guardians of a Nation admittedly lack the wisdom to endorse and acknowledge 

the truth of life’s natural ways, i.e., the structural process of energy found in the reproductive process of 

Life itself. Yet, The US Supreme Court dares to assume its supreme prerogative to overreach and create 

an insidious pretense of truth in order to interrupt the normal process of human reproduction. Human 

reproduction is far beyond a personal issue; it provides the only means of survival for the human species 

and from this follows the means to imagine a Nation to emulate the favor of the human reproductive 

process. The viability of The US Supreme Court rest upon the consequences imposed upon the human 

process. A Court that lacks the wherewithal to protect the process of Human Life is no more capable to 

protect the Nation than a chorus of butterflies singing the National Anthem or Yankee Doodle Dandy. A 

Governing Body that dares to claim its right to act with pompous arrogance of such magnitude to even 

suggest, never mind to concoct a pretext that Divine intervention removed absolute truth from energy’s 

structuring process to create a Lie.  The Lie so imposed by Divine intervention justified the Court’s order 

to decree a flaw found by the Court occurs in the reproductive process of life during an infinitesimal 

point in time (defined by the Court as being a non-viable period of time) out of eons of time since the 
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beginning of time where the procreation process by which the human being depends entirely upon to 

survive and to this day and continues to populate this world as humans. Rather, both the Lie and the 

non-viable flaw are found imbedded in the Governing process of the Nation. Blame is not upon the 

source of truth, but upon the emulation of truth a Nation follows. Look into the guardians of the Nation 

and you’ll find there the true non-viable elements that are now aborting the heart and soul of the 

Nation and the price paid for the demise is the cost paid by human lives. So goes life as the sorting takes 

place in the process of life, those of great intelligence who admittedly proved inept to grasp and 

understand life, least of all their own, yet are able to find a flaw existing at a specified point within the 

vast eons of time where the natural reproductive process of a certain life came to identify itself as a 

human life, is now decreed non-viable by Law. Should this be true to form within the greater mind the 

entire human race would wipe itself clean from so-called earth? The Lords of Law claim their innocence 

of Life then proceed to usurp absolute truth to imbed a lie in order to Lord over the process of Human 

life, thereby the ability to enslave human beings to the whim or will of a Body of Lies.  A day came when 

life’s process stood before the court in spirit to face judgment, absent the decreed non-viable body of 

life, for such iniquity, if allowed an appearance would embarrass the Court and if publicly displayed 

arrest and grave punishment, loss of property, and imprisonment at whim or will of and by select 

prerogatives is then imposed by Law. For such freedoms of honest expressions is Taboo. Out of sight out 

of mind remain the rules of engagement. Yet, again the non-viable human as though a terrorist is 

allowed by Law, to be stripped of dignity, crushed, torn apart, used for parts, experiments and or 

destroyed. Else, the non-viable is cannibalized then served in concoctions that feign to save ne’er do 

well humans for profit. The whole matter reeks of ghoulish behavior.  

The gift of human procreation, whose only guilt is being of absolute untarnished truth, is now placed on 

the chopping block of Justice. The Reproductive Process of Human Life trumped by an iniquitous breech 

of trust by The US Supreme Court that relinquished its responsibility to third party whim or wish, 

thumbs up or down judgments. Any innocent human being caricaturized as an interloping creature will 

suffer equally as a non-viable, for under opaque Law to seek justice one is easily victimized and forced to 

choke on every word of Law, knowing true justice has proven itself as nothing more than a fabricated 

illusion to serve prerogatives. The irony is in the fact every human being must now pass through and 

experiences the non viable portion of the human reproductive process in order to become a fully 

developed being. Yet, astonishingly the non-viable label applied under and by the same LAW uses the 

same interloping non-viable creature as a vehicle to carry title, property and fortunes through the non-

viable process into the world of prestige and debt to the world of poverty. The Law enjoins itself with 

guilt of a double standard, for the right of property must also carry the non-viable label. Can this be that 

those humans supposedly destroyed and aborted during the non-viable stage, then under natures Law 

allow the abandoned spirit of life to carry forward into the world of prestige to complete life’s process 

served on behalf of its own rejected gifts.  Opaque truth trumps contract law (The US Constitution), by 

intent of law rulings, disposed by whim/wish, personal or political persuasion of and by a Court Judge, 

who simply states of Justice, “It is not the law, but the intent of law.”   
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Due to the above abhorrent examples of Law and Justice that remain in effect, a case seeking protection 

for the meager, “Fabricated Energy” process is out of the question, is ludicrous. The matter now rest in a 

PO Realm Claim made in traditional worldly fashion, iron rods and all, duly recorded. From the region of 

Life’s origin justice is served by the saving grace daily bread of Nations or lack there of partake to 

emulate and celebrate the gift of Life. 

Should some iconoclast or political stalwart fail to acknowledge, thus ignore the Sphericals named, BON 

and ZYK respectfully. Or cause further insult by any attempt to recite a name for the so-called Bubbles 

other than, BON and ZYK will be taken as a slap the face rejection of this beings entire body of work, not 

as a thrown down gauntlet. This insult would join NASA’s recent insult and together with sad demise 

both will no doubt suffer further loss of gravity. Over the years NASA’s exploits and revelations of 

Cosmos, as limited as they were, gave visual uncanny proof to this beings work. One might say these 

Bubbles uncovered by NASA are big enough Balls to communicate this notice.  

NASA discovered Bubbles and found Sphericals BON and ZYK. For this, eternal oblations are in order and 

would appear appropriate, but your resource to move on to completion is crippled by tribute blind 

ignorance self serving politicians dole out. NASA is deemed as and treated as a non-viable to find itself in 

the midst of an abortion process whose effort to grow and develop to its full potential has been 

interfered with, stopped. Yet, the spirit remains. 

This advisory letter is presented for review and would greatly appreciate a response from a principle 

NASA authority in the above matters directed to and from the greater mind of your inner being that 

seeks to know and understand.  

Please forget, this being is but an illusion that strives to appear in the eyes of Cosmos from there to here 

the view?! 

Sincerely, 

 

FrankB 

Aka: Nitorig / Nitorig (K) 

 


